TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Cholaca’s pure liquid cacao is one of the most exciting and
innovative ingredients for brewers in a long time.
Our success in brewing craft chocolate beers is due to our ability to emulsify cacao in water —
something no other cacao ingredient supplier has been able to do up to this point!

• Cholaca is easy to use. Our pure liquid cacao is pasteurized and has enabled brewers and beverage manufacturers
to safely use cacao in their chocolate recipes without the worry of harmful organisms commonly found in cacao nibs.
• Breweries usually add Cholaca post fermentation to their chocolate beers and the result is chocolate
enhanced (not extracted) flavor. This also creates consistency from batch to batch. There is also no
clogging of filters and virtually no tank residue.
• Cholaca is pure liquid cacao made from the highest quality ingredients in the world. It is completely
free of additives and emulsifiers. Cholaca is converted into a water based liquid through a proprietary process.
• Cholaca buys its beans directly from co-ops that utilize sustainable farming practices in Ecuador.
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE RATES

PACKAGING

PROPER STORAGE

For craft breweries: Use 1/2 gallon
to 1 gallon per bbl, depending on
how flavor forward you want your
chocolate to be.

Cholaca is now available in
1.5, 5 & 50 gallon containers.

Cholaca must be refrigerated below
40˚F. Our product has no emulsifiers
so it will separate when stored. Invert
and agitate thoroughly before use.

MICROBIOLOGICAL

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL

TEST NAME

LIMIT

METHODOLOGY

TEST NAME

LIMIT

METHODOLOGY

APC
Coliform
E. coli
Salmonella
Yeast
Mold

5,000 cfu/g Max
<3 MPN/g
<0.3 MPN/g
Negative /375g
50 cfu/g Max
50 cfu/g Max

AOAC 966.23
AOAC 966.24
AOAC 966.24
AOAC 2004.03
FDA-BAM, 7th ed.
FDA-BAM, 7th ed.

Moisture
Fineness
pH
Shell Content
Ash
Fat Content
Lead

1.8% Max
98.5% through #200 Min
5.0 - 5.9
1.75% Max
5.0% Max
49% - 53%
0.5 ppm Max

Ohaus MB35
IOCCC38(1990)
AOAC 970.21
AOAC 940.21
AOAC 955.49C
UCP NIR

Cholaca Flavor Profile
Our single origin cacao from coastal Esmeraldas
Ecuador is brightly floral at the outset with a
richly nutty and honeyed finish.
Our extremely high-quality post-harvest processing
ensures zero off-notes and is deep, dark, and silky
smooth on the palette. Processing is free from dairy,
tree-nuts, peanuts and soy.

Questions? Email info@cholaca.com or call 303-956-3166

Cholaca is available at:

